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Abstract 
A system requirements specification (SyRS) defines a set of functionalities that a system is 

expected to fulfil. A requirement may be “it is always the case that actualFuelLevel is greater 

than or equal to 0” for an industrial system. Inconsistencies in a SyRS may require the system 

to be redesigned or reimplemented, which can drastically increase costs. With the increased 

size and complexity of SyRS it is important to assess new methods for verifying their 

correctness with respect to some criteria such as consistency. PROPAS is a tool for automated 

consistency checking of SyRS developed within the VeriSpec project, a cooperation between 

Mälardalen University, Scania and Volvo GTT. The tool is based on satisfiability modulo 

theories (SMT) techniques and operates on SyRS encoded in formal notation, that is timed 

computation tree logic (TCTL). In this thesis we extend the functionality of the PROPAS 

tool by implementing a type-inferencing mechanism such that variable types in SyRS can be 

automatically inferred. For validation, we apply the extended PROPAS tool on a set of 

industrial requirements. The results show that the type-inferencing mechanism can correctly 

infer the types of the variables from the set of requirements in most cases, while in the same 

time not introducing significant computational overhead to the existing solution.  
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1. Introduction 

A system requirements specification (SyRS) defines a set of functionalities that a system is 

expected to fulfil. A requirement may be “it is always the case that actualFuelLevel is less 

than or equal to 100” for an industrial system. Companies can save a considerable amount of 

time and financial resources if errors in SyRS are detected in the early phases of development, 

rather than at the final stages when the product is already implemented. The correctness of a 

SyRS is also of upmost importance if the system that is being developed is safety critical. As 

the complexity of software has increased, SyRS follows the same trend, thus becoming larger, 

more complex and intricate to analyse. The current predominant way of checking correctness 

of SyRS is by manual inspection, which with the increased size and complexity does not 

scale.  

 

According to the current industrial practice, the SyRS are written in natural language which 

risks making the requirements ambiguous and open to interpretation. To avoid the ambiguity 

of natural language, SyRS can be converted into formal (mathematical) notation. Encoding 

SyRS in formal notation has the benefit that it can be analysed using computer-aided tools in 

an exhaustive and systematic manner. For example, if a SyRS has been converted to a set of 

logical formulas then the requirements are consistent if and only if there exist an absence of 

logical contradictions. The problem of encoding SyRS in formal notation is that it requires 

that the requirement engineer(s) is well-versed of the underlying formal notation used for 

specification of the requirements. A more efficient solution is to automate the conversion of 

SyRS written in natural language into a formal notation.  

 

A formal approach of detecting inconsistencies in SyRS has been proposed within the 

VeriSpec project [1], a cooperation between Mälardalen University, Scania and Volvo GTT. 

The proposed solution works in a series of steps, centred around automatically converting the 

SyRS specified in natural language into a format suitable for automated analysis. This process 

is automated by the tool called PROPAS [2]. The PROPAS methodology consists of four 

major steps: 

 

1. The requirements are specified by using a template such that users with no knowledge 

of the formalisms used can easily define requirements. The requirements are then 

converted to formal notation, that is timed computational tree logic (TCTL) [3]. 

2. TCTL requirements are transformed into first-order logic (FOL) formulas. The 

necessity of this step is apparent in step three.  

3. FOL requirements are then encoded into SMT-LIB [4] assertions to produce a final 

SMT-LIB script. SMT-LIB is a format used to specify satisfiability modulo theories 

(SMT) [5] instances. Since SMT is an extension of the Boolean satisfiability problem 

(SAT) where certain symbols are interpreted with respect to some background theory, 

transforming the TCTL requirements into FOL formulas simplifies the process of 

encoding requirements into SMT-LIB assertions.  

4. The SMT-LIB script is used to perform consistency analysis of the requirements using 

the state-of-the-art SMT-solver Z3 [6] from Microsoft research. Z3 will finally inform 

the user if the requirements are consistent or not.  
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Although the PROPAS tool can successfully perform consistency analysis of some SyRS, it 

incorporates the simple type-inferencing mechanism that declares all variables as real. The 

focus of this thesis will be to propose, implement and evaluate a method that can successfully 

infer the types of variables by the information contained SyRS and integrate it into the 

PROPAS tool.  

1.1. Problem Formulation 

To perform consistency analysis of SyRS, the PROPAS tool generates a SMT-LIB script that 

can be analysed/solved by a SMT-solver, which in case of PROPAS is Z3 [6] from Microsoft 

Research. The SMT-solver will then reach a consistency verdict of the requirements, 

informing the user if the requirements are consistent or not. A SMT-LIB script requires that 

variables are declared like that of a strongly statically-typed programming language (variable 

types need to be explicitly specified). The PROPAS tool has a simple type-inferencing 

mechanism which declares all variables as real. This is correct since the variables we are 

concerned with can have either Boolean, integer or real types. Declaring all variables as real 

is however not efficient as real arithmetic tend to be more computationally expensive than 

Boolean and integer arithmetic.  The SMT-LIB encoding of declaring all variables as real is 

also not expressive such that the user can debug faulty requirements that contain type errors. 

Consequently, the research goal of this thesis is to propose, implement and evaluate a type-

inferencing mechanism for variables contained in the SyRS.   

 

Let us illustrate the research goal on an illustrative example as follows. Given the requirement 

“it is always the case that actualFuelLevel is less than or equal to 100”, the PROPAS tool 

will generate the TCTL formula 𝐴𝐺(𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 ≤ 100). The role of the type-

inferencing mechanism is to then generate a correct type-declaration of the variable 

actualFuelLevel in SMT-LIB format: 

(declare-const actualFuelLevel Int)  
 
Additionally, we aim to assess the following: 

 

1. What is the overhead of introducing such a mechanism in the PROPAS tool, based on 

required time for generating analysable requirements? 

2. Discuss the potential benefits of having such mechanism implemented.  
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2. Background 

In this section, we introduce the concepts that are used through the thesis. First in Section 2.1. 

we present the system requirements specification, then in Section 2.2. a brief explanation of 

computational tree logic and its timed extension is given, followed by a description of 

satisfiability modulo theories and SMT-solvers in section 2.3 and a high-level overview of the 

PROPAS tool in section 2.4.  

2.1. System Requirements Specification (SyRS) 

A SyRS is typically represented as a document [7] written by the requirements engineers and 

takes in consideration users’ needs for what functionalities shall the system provide. The 

central content of SyRS is a set of functional and non-functional requirements. The difference 

between the two subsets of requirements is that functional requirements tend to describe the 

desired behaviour of a system, while non-functional requirements describe the desired 

performance metrics of a system [7]. An example of a functional requirement could be: “the 

user should have the ability to press a button which triggers event x”. On the other hand, a 

typical example of a non-functional requirement is follows: “after the user presses the button, 

event x must occur after a maximum of five seconds”.  

 

The purpose of SyRS is to streamline the development process of a system and thus minimize 

costs. Ensuring that both the developers and customer have the same view of the system is 

critical for the system to be developed according to the customers’ expectations. Ideally, the 

functional and non-functional requirements contained in SyRS should provide a clear 

framework of the desired system for the developers. 

2.2. Computational Tree Logic (CTL) 

CTL [3] is a branching-time temporal logic. SyRS can be formally described using CTL. It is 

interpreted over a branching model 𝑀 = (𝑆, 𝑅, 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙), where 𝑆 is a non-empty set of states, 𝑅 

is a successor relation which assigns a set of successor states to 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, and 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 assigns a set 

of atomic propositions to 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.  
 

CTL formulas have the form of 𝑄𝑇, where 𝑄 is a path quantifier and 𝑇 is a path-specific 

temporal operator. The path quantifiers used in CTL are 𝐴 and 𝐸, denoting “for all paths” and 

“there exist a path”, respectively. The set of path-specific temporal operators include, but is 

not limited to: 

 

• 𝐹(𝑝) – “future”, 𝑝 will hold sometime in the future. 

• 𝐺(𝑝) – “globally”, 𝑝 will always (globally) hold. 

• (𝑝)𝑈(𝑞) – “until”, 𝑝 will hold until 𝑞 holds. 

 

 
Figure 1: Visual representation of the CTL formula 𝐸[(𝑝)𝑈(𝑞)], which is interpreted as: “there exists a path in 

which 𝑞 will hold and 𝑝 holds at all preceding states”. The blue nodes indicate where 𝑝 holds until the red node 

where 𝑞 holds instead. 
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2.2.1. Timed Computational Tree Logic (TCTL) 

Timed computational tree logic (TCTL) is an extension of CTL in which the path-specific 

temporal operators can be specified under timed constraints [3]. TCTL path-specific operators 

have the form of 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟~𝑇, where 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟 is a path-specific temporal operator like the ones 

defined above, ~ is a relational operator (=, <, ≤, etc.) and 𝑇 is a non-negative real number 

specifying time units [1]. For example, the TCTL formula 𝐴𝐹≤𝑇(𝑝) reads “for all paths, p will 

eventually hold within T time units”. 

2.3. Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) 

Determining if a Boolean formula can be evaluated to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 (satisfied) by setting the variables 

to a combination of 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 and 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 is called the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT). For 

example, the following Boolean formula: 𝑓 = (𝑥1 ∧ 𝑥2) ∨ 𝑥3 can be satisfied if 𝑥3 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 

regardless of the values of 𝑥1 and 𝑥2. On the other hand, an example of an unsatisfiable 

Boolean formula is 𝑓 =  𝑥1 ∧ ¬𝑥1 as no combination of the variable values can evaluate the 

formula to 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. SMT [6] extends SAT by interpreting certain symbols with respect to some 

background theory such as the theory of integers or real numbers. This essentially means that 

SMT instances are not restricted to only Boolean variables, e.g. 𝑥1 + 𝑥2 ≥ 10 is a valid SMT 

instance.  

2.3.1. SMT-LIB and SMT-Solvers 

A SMT-solver is a type of specialised software which attempts to solve SMT instances 

written in a specific language, the standard being SMT-LIB [5]. Z3 [7] is a state-of-the-art 

SMT-solver from Microsoft Research and is the target SMT-solver for the PROPAS tool. The 

user input of Z3 is a SMT-LIB script that contains declarations and formulas which are called 

assertions. The tool evaluates the script as either satisfiable or unsatisfiable. The following is 

an example of a SMT-LIB script used as input to Z3: 

 
1. (declare-const x Int) 
2. (declare-const y Int) 
3. (assert (= (+ x y) 10)) 
4. (check-sat) 
5. (get-model)  
 

The declare-const commands in the first two lines declare two integer variables 𝑥 and 𝑦. 

The assert command is then used to push the formula 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 10 (specified in postfix 

form) on the internal stack of Z3. Z3 will then evaluate the constraint as the check-sat 
command is used. The check-sat command will return sat (not to be confused with the 

SAT abbreviation used throughout this thesis), unsat or unknown to inform the user if the 

set of formulas on the internal stack are satisfiable, unsatisfiable or undecidable, respectively. 

If the set of formulas is satisfiable, the get-model command can be used to get an 

interpretation which makes the formula(s) hold. In this case, Z3 returned that the formula 𝑥 +
𝑦 = 10 holds when 𝑥 = 10 and 𝑦 = 0.  

 

For more information about the syntax of Z3, we refer the reader to the official Z3 

documentation [8].  
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2.4. PROPAS  

The PROPAS [2] tool was developed to perform formal consistency checking of industrial 

SyRS based on SMT-techniques. Design wise, PROPAS consist of two main modules which 

provide the described functionality: PROPAS UI and SMTLibReq. 

2.4.1. PROPAS UI 

The PROPAS UI module is the graphical user interface in which the user interacts with the 

PROPAS tool. The interface is designed so people with minimal or no knowledge of formal 

theory of which the tool is based upon can easily use.  

2.4.2. SMTLibReq 

SMTLibReq contains a set of modules which work together to convert SyRS encoded in 

TCTL to a SMT-LIB script. The parser maps TCTL properties to SMT-LIB assertions to 

generate a final SMT-LIB script. The transformation TCTL requirements into SMT-LIB 

assertions is performed in two major ways: 

 

1. Parse the TCTL requirements given as arrays of characters (strings) into a format 

suitable for transformation, that is binary expression trees. 

2. Traverse the binary expression trees to generate a SMT-LIB encoding which capture 

the semantics of the TCTL formulas. 

 

Step of the process is handled by the ExpressionParser module, while step two is done by 

the FormulaTransformer module.  

 

 
Figure 2: A high level overview of the SMTLibReq module [1]. 
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2.4.2.1. ExpressionParser 

The functionality of the ExpressionParser module is to transform SyRS containing TCTL 

requirements into binary expression trees. The input to the module is a list of strings (SyRS) 

where each element represents a requirement encoded in TCTL. Since TCTL operators are 

either unary or binary, a binary expression tree is a sufficient format to encode the syntactical 

elements of a TCTL formula. The internal nodes in binary expression trees represent 

operators, while the leaf nodes represent constants or variables. 

 

 
Figure 3: Binary expression tree parsed by the ExpressionParser module from the CTL requirement 

 𝐴𝐺(𝑝 ⇒ 𝑞) [2]. 

2.4.2.2. FormulaTransformer 

The FormulaTransformer module generates a SMT-LIB encoding of the binary expression 

trees generated from the ExpressionParser module. Given a binary expression tree, the 

module generates a SMT-LIB encoding by performing the following steps: 

 

1. Perform top-down traversal of the tree. 

2. Transform TCTL operators to a SMT-LIB encoding by using a predefined template. 

3. Declare atomic propositions as a function of time to capture the timing constraints in 

SMT-LIB format. Time is declared as a real variable.  

 

We demonstrate the above execution steps with an example given the binary expression tree 

in figure 3. The tree is traversed in a top-down manner starting from the root node. The 

following predefined template is then generated from the 𝐴𝐺 operator:  

(forall ((time Real)) (expression time)) 
Then as the second node is visited which contain the implication operator (⇒), an additional 

predefined template is generated: 

(=> (left time) (right time))  
The atomic propositions to the left and right of the implication node are then inserted in the 

position of the “left” and “right” substrings in the generated template respectively. Lastly, the 

following SMT-LIB assertion is generated by inserting the second template in the position of 

the “expression time” substring in first template: 

(forall ((time Real)) (=> (p time) (q time))) 
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3. Existing Type-Inferencing Mechanisms  

No existing type-inferencing mechanism for SyRS encoded in TCTL was found in the 

literature. We instead identified existing type-inferencing mechanisms by the reading the 

documentation of the programming languages C# [9], C++ [10], Scala [11] and Haskell [12]. 

The type-inferencing mechanism used in these programming languages was used as an 

inspiration for our solution. 

 

The type-inference mechanism used by the programming languages C#, C++ and Scala 

involve implicitly typing a local variable and letting the compiler determine its type. For 

instance, let us look at the following C++ statement: 

 

auto x = 1;  
 
The type of the variable x is inferred as integer by the compiler based on the value of right-

hand side of the expression. C# and Scala have a similar type-inferencing mechanism. While 

such mechanism is easily implemented, it requires that variables are explicitly declared by the 

user. Another limitation of such mechanism is variable types cannot be changed once they 

have been set as doing so results in a compile error. 

 

Haskell has a more sophisticated type-inference mechanism often referred to as the Damas–

Milner algorithm. The algorithm was presented by Milner [13] and its completeness was later 

proved by Damas [14]. The algorithm essentially infers value types based on what operations 

are performed on them. We realize the algorithm is out of scope for this thesis, but use the 

logic that value types can be inferred based on how they are used as inspiration for the 

implementation.  
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4. Method 

 
Figure 4: The research process.  

 

In this thesis, we have used the research process visualised in figure 4.  

 

Initially we searched for academic papers about type-inference on google scholar and 

reviewed documentations of programming languages (that support type-inference) to 

determine if an appropriate method exist and is suitable for the PROPAS tool (step 1). When 

such a method was identified it was used as inspiration to develop a prototype (step 2). The 

prototype was then implemented in C# (step 3). We tested the implementation by writing a 

small set of TCTL formulas and using them as input to the PROPAS tool with the type-

inferencing mechanism enabled (step 4). The implementation was refined when we detected 

that the implementation was inefficient or outputs incorrect type-declarations. When the 

implementation reached maturity level, then we went for full testing of industrial 

requirements (step 5). 

 

Fifty test cases of industrial requirements were extracted from [15]. The test cases were used 

to validate the correctness of the implemented type-inferencing mechanism (if the types are 

inferred correctly) and measure the overhead of integrating the mechanism to PROPAS. The 

correctness of the mechanism was determined by examining and analysing the SMT-LIB 

type-declarations that it outputs (step 6).   
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5. Implementation  

This section of the thesis will go over the implemented type-inferencing mechanism from a 

high-level overview. We refer the reader to [2] for the complete source code. 

 

As mentioned, the ExpressionParser module within the PROPAS tool parses TCTL 

specifications into binary expression trees. By traversing the binary expression trees, variable 

types can be inferred by analysing the operations performed on them. We propose two 

modules that operate under this logic: Variable and ExpressionTreeTypeParser. The 

implemented type-inferencing mechanism will be activated in the PROPAS tool after the 

ExpressionParser completes its task. 
 

 
Figure 5: SMTLibReq with the type-inferencing mechanism enabled.   

5.1. Variable 

The Variable module is implemented as a class that represent variables in the binary 

expression tree(s). The information contained in the Variable class is: 

 

• Type – The current type of a variable. This can be Boolean, integer, real or undeclared 

if the variable type has not been inferred yet.  

• Identity string – Each variable is associated with a unique string.  

• Set of variable dependencies – Important when assignment is performed on two or 

more variables (the equals sign operator (=) in TCTL indicate equality in a 

mathematical sense, it is however treated as assignment by the type-inferencing 

mechanism). Consider the expression 𝑥 = 𝑦, There is not enough information 

provided such that the types of 𝑥 and 𝑦 can be inferred. The only information provided 

is that 𝑥 and 𝑦 have the same type. If another expression 𝑦 = 10 is processed at a later 

stage, then the types of 𝑥 and 𝑦 can be inferred as integer. This can be achieved by 

having each instance of the Variable class keep a record its dependencies.  
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Figure 6: Variable class diagram. 

5.2. ExpressionTreeTypeParser 

The ExpressionTreeTypeParser is the module which analyses the binary expression trees to 

generate SMT-LIB type-declarations. The module was implemented as a class, and as input to 

its constructors it receives a set of root nodes (trees). The class keeps track of variables 

current type in the expression trees by utilizing a hash table. The key used in the hash table is 

an identity string of a variable and the value is an instance of its Variable class. Each tree is 

traversed in a recursive top-down manner to analyse its subexpressions. Based on what 

value(s) the variables have been assigned to, and the operators performed on the variables, the 

class generates appropriate SMT-LIB type-declarations. We demonstrate the following 

pseudocode of the algorithm used: 

 
1. infer_type_from_expression(op, lhs, rhs)  

2.   if(op is arithmetic) 

3.    if(lhs is variable) 

4.    declare lhs as Numeric 

5.   if(rhs is variable) 

6.    declare rhs as Numeric 

7.  else if(op is assignment) 

8.    if(lhs && rhs is variable) 

9.     lhs.add_dependency(rhs), 

10.    rhs.add_dependency(lhs) 

11.   else if(lhs is variable && rhs is constant) 

12.                       declare lhs as type(rhs) 

13.   else if(rhs is variable && lhs is constant) 

14.   declare rhs as type(lhs) 

15. else  

16.    if(lhs is variable) 

17.    declare lhs as Bool 

18.   if(rhs is variable) 

19.             declare rhs as Bool 
 

Listing 1: Pseudocode of the type-inferencing algorithm. 

  

In the case of assignment, the types of variables are inferred based on the constant value types 

on the left or right-hand side of the expression. For example, if the following expression is 

processed: 𝑥 = 11.5, then 𝑥 will be declared as real. If the assignment operator is used and 

the left and right-hand side of the expression are both variables then the variables will add 

each other to their set of dependencies. Arithmetic expressions do not provide sufficient 

information to infer precise variable types (integer, real), however if an arithmetic operator is 

performed on a variable then we know for certain that it is not Boolean. We assume that if an 
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operator is not arithmetic or assignment then it is Boolean. Variables that have Boolean 

operators performed on them are declared Bool without any further analysis.  

 

Once a variable type has been determined, it can be altered if used again in another 

expression. For example, given the expression 𝑥 =  10, the type of 𝑥 will be integer. If 

another expression is processed at a later stage: 𝑥 = 11.5, then 𝑥 type will be real since 

integers are a subset of real numbers. This only applies if the type is a subset of the new type, 

otherwise a warning message is displayed. In such cases, the mechanism also acts as a type-

checker.  

 

Lastly, all the variable dependencies are iterated through by performing depth-first search on 

the dependency sets. For a set of dependent variables, their type is declared as the most 

general type detected during the traversal. We illustrate this with an example, given the 

following sequence of expressions: 

 

1. 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 𝑧 

2. 𝑦 = 10.0 

 

The variables x, y and z will be declared as real.  
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6. Results 

6.1. Declarations Generated 

Fifty unique industrial CTL requirements were extracted from [15] and used as input to the 

PROPAS tool with the type-inferencing mechanism enabled. Each requirement was parsed 

independently as they do not all belong in the same SyRS. Some of the requirements used had 

to be syntactically adjusted such that PROPAS can parse them. For example, the original 

requirements encode the implication operator as “−>”, whereas PROPAS parses the operator 

as “=>”. The semantics of the original requirements were however kept after they were 

rephrased. The following SMT-LIB declarations were generated from requirements: 

 
Table 1: SMT-LIB type-declarations generated by the type-inferencing mechanism. 

CTL Requirement SMT-LIB Declaration(s) Correct 
1. AG((titleinList1 = 1) => 

AF(titlefound = 1)) 

(declare-const titleinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const titlefound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

2. AG((authorinList1 = 1) => 

AF(authorfound = 1)) 

(declare-const authorinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const authorfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

3. AG((subjectinList1 = 1) => 

AF(subjectfound = 1)) 

(declare-const subjectinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const subjectfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

4. AG((numberinList1 = 1) => 

AF(numberfound = 1)) 

(declare-const numberinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const numberfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

5. AG((nameinList2 = 1) => 

AF(name_accepted = 0)) 

(declare-const nameinList2 Bool) 

(declare-const name_accepted Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

6. AG((titleinList1 = 0) => 

AF!(titlefound = 1)) 

(declare-const titleinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const titlefound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

7. AG((authorinList1 = 0) => 

AF!(authorfound = 1)) 

(declare-const authorinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const authorfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

8. AG((subjectinList1 = 0) => 

AF!(subjectfound = 1)) 

(declare-const subjectinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const subjectfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

9. AG((numberinList1 = 0) => 

AF!(numberfound = 1)) 

(declare-const numberinList1 Bool) 

(declare-const numberfound Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

10. AG(!cg.idle => AF(cg.finished)) (declare-const cg.idle Bool) 

(declare-const cg.finished Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

11. AG((cg.idle || cg.finished) => 

EF(!(cg.idle || cg.finished)) && 

EF(cg.finished)) 

(declare-const cg.idle Bool) 

(declare-const cg.finished Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

12. AG((bufsize = 3) => AF(val <= 

buffer[1] && val <= buffer[2] && 

val <= buffer[3])) 

(declare-const bufsize Int) 

(declare-const val Int) 

(declare-const buffer[1] Int) 

(declare-const buffer[2] Int) 

(declare-const buffer[3] Int) 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

13. !EF(h = 7) (declare-const h Int) Yes 

14. EF(EG(h > 0)) (declare-const h Int) No 

15. AG(!(p0.writable && p1.writable)) (declare-const p0.writable Bool) 

(declare-const p1.writable Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

16. EG(abort_count = 0) (declare-const abort_count Bool) Yes  

17. AG(req0 => A(req0 U grant = 0)) (declare-const grant Bool) 

(declare-const req0 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

18. AG(pt1.start => AF (pt1.finish)) (declare-const pt1.start Bool) 

(declare-const pt1.finish Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

19. AG(pt1.start => AG(!pt1.finish)) (declare-const pt1.finish Bool) 

(declare-const pt1.start Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

20. AG((pt3.suspend_count = 3) => 

AG(!timer = 50)) 

(declare-const pt3.suspend_count Int) 

(declare-const timer Int) 

Yes 

Yes 

21. AG((ack-out => request) && 

AF(!request || ack-out)) 

(declare-const ack-out Bool) 

(declare-const request Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

22. AG(!error) (declare-const error Bool) Yes 

23. AG(t_2_first) 

 

(declare-const t_2_first Bool) Yes 
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24. !E(!register_a1_e1 U 

(notify_event_a1_e1 && 

!register_a1_e1)) 

(declare-const register_a1_e1 Bool) 

(declare-const notify_event_a1_e1 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

25. !EF(register_a1_e1 => 

E(!unregister_a1_e1 && 

!notify_client_event_a1_e1 U 

(register_a2_e1 && 

E((!unregister_a1_e1 && 

!unregister_a2_e1 && 

!notify_client_event_a1_e1) U 

notify_client_event_a2_e1)))) 

(declare-const unregister_a1_e1 Bool) 

(declare-const notify_client_event_a1_e1 

Bool) 

(declare-const unregister_a2_e1 Bool) 

(declare-const notify_client_event_a2_e1 

Bool) 

(declare-const register_a2_e1 Bool) 

(declare-const register_a1_e1 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes 

26. AG(s.safe) (declare-const s.safe Bool) Yes 

27. AG(!bus-error) (declare-const bus-error Bool) Yes 

28. AG(!b1.p1.writable || !b1.p2.readable) (declare-const b1.p1.writable Bool) 

(declare-const b1.p2.readable Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

29. AG(EF(b1.p1.readable)) (declare-const b1.p1.readable Bool) Yes 

30. AG(p1.excl => !p2.readable) (declare-const p2.readable Bool) 

(declare-const p1.excl Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

31. AF(out_l[1] = 0) 

 

(declare-const out_l[1] Bool) Yes 

32. AG(!(material && !mf34 && !m7 

&& !m9)) 

(declare-const mf34 Bool) 

(declare-const material Bool) 

(declare-const m7 Bool) 

(declare-const m9 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

33. AG(cs.cont_3eo_start => 

AG(!cg.start_cont_3eo_mode_select)) 

(declare-const 

cg.start_cont_3eo_mode_select Bool) 

(declare-const cs.cont_3eo_start Bool) 

Yes 

 

Yes 

34. !E(!et_sep_cmd U cg.step = 7) (declare-const et_sep_cmd Bool) 

(declare-const cg.step Int) 

Yes 

Yes 

35. AG(start_transaction => 

AF(end_transaction)) 

(declare-const end_transaction Bool) 

(declare-const start_transaction Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

36. AG((!req && issue_next && !b_gnt) 

=> AF(b_gnt)) 

(declare-const req Bool) 

(declare-const issue_next Bool) 

(declare-const b_gnt Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

37. AG((b_gnt && !frame) => 

AF(frame)) 

(declare-const frame Bool) 

(declare-const b_gnt Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

38. AG(b_trdy_next && frame => 

AF(end_transaction)) 

(declare-const b_trdy_next Bool) 

(declare-const frame Bool) 

(declare-const end_transaction Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

39. AG(AF(!material)) (declare-const material Bool) Yes 

40. AG(b_frame_switch => b_frame) (declare-const b_frame_switch Bool) 

(declare-const b_frame Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

41. AG(!b_frame => !b_frame_switch) (declare-const b_frame Bool) 

(declare-const b_frame_switch Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

42. AG(!abort_count = 3) (declare-const abort_count Int) Yes 

43. AG(!activation_count = 2) (declare-const activation_count Int) Yes 

44. AG!(t2pri8 && t3pri8) (declare-const t2pri8 Bool) 

(declare-const t3pri8 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

45. AG!(t4pri3 && t5pri3) (declare-const t4pri3 Bool) 

(declare-const t5pri3 Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

46. AG(AF(!(h > 0))) (declare-const h Int) No 

47. AG(term => (e1_szeq0 && 

e2_szeq0)) 

(declare-const e1_szeq0 Bool) 

(declare-const e2_szeq0 Bool) 

(declare-const term Bool) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

48. EG(out_l[1] = 0) (declare-const out_l[1] Bool) Yes 

49. AG(AF(step = 0)) (declare-const step Bool) Yes 

50. !EF(EG(h > 0)) (declare-const h Int) No 

 

Some variables are likely member of larger types such as arrays, structures or classes as their 

name contains member access operators such as “[]” or “.”. Since the type-inference 

mechanism can only infer Boolean, integer and real-valued variables, they are assumed to be 

regular variables.  
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The values of Boolean variables in the requirements are specified in binary numeric form. 

The mechanism assumes that a variable is Boolean if it has only been assigned binary values 

(1, 0). The correctness of this assumption is varied as some variable names contain “count” or 

“step” in them which highly indicate that they are integers, however as they are only assigned 

binary values the mechanism infers their type as Boolean.  

 

The type-inferencing mechanism declared variables that have arithmetic operators performed 

on them as integers. As stated in section 5.2, it is not possible to infer the precise type of a 

numeric variable this way. We deem such variable declarations incorrect in table 1.  

 

The generated SMT-LIB declarations seem mostly correct except for variables which could 

be declared as either Boolean or integer (see requirements 16, 17, 31, 48 and 49 in table 1). 

The type-inference mechanism could declare variables of such constraints more definitively if 

more requirements are parsed as a collection rather than independently.  

6.2. Performance and Overhead 

The fifty requirements were parsed twenty-five times with the type-inferencing mechanism 

enabled and disabled respectively. In each iteration the execution time of each solution was 

measured. The performance of each solution was determined by the following formula: 
1

𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑠
 .Then the overhead percentage of the type-inferencing mechanism was 

calculated by the following formula: 
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑜 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒−𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒−𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
− 1. The results were 

gathered on a machine with an Intel Core i5-6600K quadcore CPU, 8 GB of RAM and 

running Windows 10 64-bit.  

 
Table 2: Performance and overhead calculations of the type-inferencing mechanism during different iterations 

Iteration Execution time 

(ms) w/ type-

inference 

Performance 

w/ type-

inference 

Execution time 

(ms) w/o type-

inference 

Performance 

w/o type-

inference 

Overhead % 

1 58 0.017 35 0.029 65.7 

2 35 0.029 31 0.032 12.9 

3 49 0.02 34 0.029 44.1 

4 41 0.024 32 0.031 28.1 

5 30 0.033 30 0.033 0.0 

6 31 0.032 32 0.031 -3.1 

7 33 0.03 30 0.033 10.0 

8 31 0.032 30 0.033 3.3 

9 36 0.028 34 0.029 5.9 

10 31 0.032 38 0.026 -18.4 

11 30 0.033 29 0.034 3.4 

12 28 0.036 25 0.04 12.0 

13 25 0.04 27 0.037 -7.4 

14 27 0.037 26 0.038 3.8 

15 28 0.036 30 0.033 -6.7 

16 27 0.037 26 0.038 3.8 

17 26 0.038 25 0.04 4.0 

18 26 0.038 29 0.034 -10.3 

19 31 0.032 28 0.036 10.7 
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20 26 0.038 25 0.04 4.0 

21 26 0.038 25 0.04 4.0 

22 25 0.04 29 0.034 -13.8 

23 26 0.038 26 0.038 0.0 

24 26 0.038 25 0.04 4.0 

25 25 0.04 24 0.042 4.2 

 

The overhead percentages are varied as some iterations indicate a performance boost as the 

overhead percentage is negative. This is likely thread-related as the type-inference mechanism 

processes the requirements after they are parsed, which requires more instructions to be run 

on the machine. The average overhead percentage is roughly 6.6% calculated from the data 

above.  
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7. Discussion 

The correctness of the type-inferencing mechanism was validated on a set of fifty 

requirements that are independent of each other. To infer variable types more sufficiently, a 

collection of requirements that make the SyRS would have to be processed.  The CTL 

requirements that were selected as validation test data consisted mostly of Boolean variables. 

Boolean variables can in most cases be trivially inferred. For better validation of the 

correctness of the mechanism, requirements that contain more varied variable types need to be 

acquired.  

 

Numeric variables cannot be inferred in the same manner as Booleans by looking at the 

operations performed on them. The type-inferencing mechanism inferred numeric variables as 

integers in these cases. However, such deduction of variable types is incorrect. Consider the 

following sequence of expressions: 

 

1. 𝑥 = 𝑦 

2. 𝑥 > 0 

3. 𝑦 < 1 

 

If the type-inferencing mechanism declared the variable 𝑥 and 𝑦 as the same type on the right-

hand side of expression 2 and 3 (integer), it would be incorrect as no integer can satisfy such 

constraints. To correctly infer types of variables that have such constraints would require 

running the expressions on a SMT-solver, which would increase the amount computations 

needed of the mechanism.  

7.1. Discussion of Research Findings  

1. What is the overhead of introducing such a mechanism in the PROPAS tool, based on 

required time for generating analysable requirements? 
 

The calculated average overhead was 6.6%. The results gathered by running the PROPAS 

tool with the type-inferencing mechanism enabled and disabled, respectively, were varied as 

some even showed a negative overhead percentage. We speculate that the varied results are a 

result of thread-related scheduling. For more accurate calculations of the overhead 

percentage, the execution time of the mechanism could be calculated on a more controlled 

environment where certain optimization and scheduling features are disabled in the running 

operating system. Alternatively, a performance profiling tool could be used to analyse the 

performance of the mechanism. The tool would provide detailed information of how often 

methods are called and how long they take to execute. Larger data sets, as in SyRS containing 

multiple requirements that are related to one another, can be used as input to the mechanism. 

Using larger data sets as input would demonstrate more accurately how the mechanism 

performs in a real-world industrial setting.  

 

2. What are the potential benefits of having such mechanism implemented? 
 

The benefit of having a type-inferencing mechanism for the PROPAS tool implemented is 

that it can generate a more efficient SMT-LIB script. SMT-solvers have different methods of 

performing arithmetic calculations. Declaring all variables as their precise type ensures that 

the efficiency of the script is consistent across all SMT-solvers.  
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Another benefit is that it improves readability of the script by having variables correctly 

typed. The user can more easily debug faulty requirements that contain type errors, compared 

to just declaring all variables as real. It would also make certain cases such as assigning a 

Boolean variable a real value not impossible, meaning that the SMT-solver would not run the 

script. Imposing such constraints is valuable to guarantee the consistency of requirements.  

 

8. Conclusions 

The increasing size and complexity of SyRS has made verification of their correctness a 

difficult task. Using manual inspection to verify correctness of SyRS is not scalable anymore 

and is not free from human errors. Computer-aided analysis based on formal methods can be 

used to verify correctness of SyRS in a more efficient way. Encoding SyRS into a format that 

is suitable for computer-aided analysis requires that additional information is provided such as 

(data) types of properties. In this thesis, we extended the functionality of the SyRS 

consistency checking tool PROPAS by implementing a type-inferencing mechanism. The 

input format of the mechanism is TCTL requirements and the output is a set of SMT-LIB 

variable declarations. The correctness and performance of the mechanism was tested by 

acquiring a set of fifty industrial requirements. Based on the results, the mechanism could 

infer variable types correctly in most cases. The cases in which the mechanism failed to infer 

variables type correctly were undecidable. The performance, that is the overhead of 

introducing the mechanism to PROPAS, was insignificant but we suspect that the used 

method of calculation could be improved. 

8.1. Future Work 

In cases where it is impossible to infer variable types correctly, the user could be asked to 

provide type-annotations of the variables. For numeric variables, their constraints could be 

used as input to a SMT-solver to verify which type could satisfy such constraints. However, 

doing this might drastically increase the overhead and complexity of the mechanism. The 

functionality of the type-inferencing mechanism could be expanded by supporting user-

defined types (in the realms of SMT) as well as expand the set of supported primitive types. 

Additionally, the mechanism could be extended to support type-inference of function return 

types and parameters.  
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